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Abstract
In formal analogy to separable metric spaces we introduce the concept of a generated quasi-metric
space. In a corresponding way as each point of a separable metric space can be represented as the
limit of a sequence in some countable dense subset, each point of a generated quasi-metric space can
be considered as the infimum of a sequence in the generating set (with respect to the partial order
induced by the quasi-metric). Typically, the generating subset can be chosen such that it is itself a
separable metric space (with respect to the metric induced by the quasi-metric). This concept enables
a “countable access” to the points of the quasi-metric space and has some interesting applications
in computer science. We prove that certain important hyper and function spaces can be naturally
considered as generated quasi-metric spaces.
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1. Introduction
The concept of a quasi-metric space has some interesting applications in computer
science (cf. [11,12,9,10]). The present investigation is primarily motivated by applications
to computable analysis, which is the theory of computability on Euclidean space and
other topological spaces (cf. [13]). So far, this theory is best understood on T0-spaces
with countable bases. Here, countability is important since it allows to handle these
spaces effectively. However, certain results in computable analysis require some additional
structure on the corresponding spaces (cf. [5]). In this regard, especially the concept of a
separable metric space has been helpful. The point is that the metric itself is a canonical
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mapping on the corresponding space whose computability properties can be used to define
the concept of a recursive (i.e., computable) metric space.
However, several interesting hyper and function spaces which are used in computable
analysis are not symmetric and hence not metrizable (cf. [13,7,6]). On the other hand, these
spaces are typically T0-spaces with countable bases and thus at least quasi-metrizable.
Consequently, it is promising to extend the concept of recursiveness from metric spaces
to quasi-metric spaces. The purpose of this paper is to provide some purely topological
results which can be used for such an extension. The computability part of the extension,
based on the present investigation, is contained in [4].
In Section 2 we will start to define the notion of a generated quasi-metric space. In a
corresponding way as each point of a metric space with a dense subset can be represented
as the limit of a sequence in the dense subset, each point of an upper generated quasi-
metric space can be considered as the infimum of a sequence in the generating set (with
respect to the partial order induced by the quasi-metric). In case of metric spaces, the dense
subset can often be chosen to be countable. In contrast to that, in case of quasi-metric
spaces the generating subset will typically be non-countable. Nevertheless, the “countable
access” to the space is guaranteed since in all our applications the generating set will be a
separable metric space itself (with respect to the symmetric distance induced by the quasi-
metric).
In Section 3 we will discuss some continuity properties of quasi-metrics. In Section 4 we
will introduce the notion of strong density, which is helpful to prove that some given quasi-
metric spaces are upper generated by certain subspaces. Moreover, in [4] this property
guarantees that the corresponding spaces have some nice computability properties.
In Sections 4, 5, and 6 we investigate some generated quasi-metric hyper and function
spaces. More precisely, we will endow the hyperspace of non-empty compact subsets
K(X) and the hyperspace on non-empty closed subsets A(X) of certain metric spaces
X with a quasi-metric. As function spaces we consider the spaces USC(X) and LSC(X)
of upper and lower semi-continuous functions f :X→ R. We show that all these spaces
are generated quasi-metric spaces in a certain sense and that the corresponding topologies
are well-known topologies. Finally, we prove that the generating subsets are strongly
dense within these spaces and that the quasi-metrics fulfill some natural continuity
properties. Altogether, the essential topological properties of these spaces, used in [4],
are clarified.
2. Generated quasi-metric spaces
In this section we will introduce the concept of a generated quasi-metric space. Quasi-
metric spaces are roughly speaking like metric spaces without symmetry. There exist
several slightly different definitions in the literature and we will follow the definition of
Smyth [11]. Other applications of quasi-metrics to theoretical computer science can be
found, e.g., in [12,9]. For a survey on the history of asymmetric spaces cf. Künzi [10].
Definition 2.1 (Quasi-metric spaces). We call (X,d) a quasi-metric space, if d :X×X→
R is a non-negative function, called quasi-metric, such that
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(1) d(x, x)= 0,
(2) d(x, y)= d(y, x)= 0⇒ x = y ,
(3) d(x, y) d(x, z)+ d(z, y)
hold for all x, y, z ∈X.
With each quasi-metric space (X,d) we can associate the conjugate quasi-metric space
(X, d¯) with the quasi-metric d¯ :X ×X→ R, defined by d¯(x, y) := d(y, x). Each quasi-
metric space (X,d) induces a lower topology τ< with the basic open sets which we will
denote by B<(x, ε) := {y ∈X: d(x, y) < ε}, and an upper topology τ> with the basic open
sets B>(x, ε) := {y ∈X: d(y, x) < ε}, for all x ∈X, ε > 0. Obviously, the lower topology,
induced by a quasi-metric d , coincides with the upper topology, induced by the conjugate
quasi-metric d¯ , and vice versa. In the following we will usually fix a quasi-metric d and
consider its lower and upper topology. If (X,d) is some fixed quasi-metric space, then
we will write X< and X> for the space X endowed with the lower and upper topology,
respectively.
Example 2.2 (Real numbers). We define the truncated difference by
−· :R×R→R, (x, y) →
{
x − y if x > y,
0 else.
Then d :R×R→R, (x, y) → x −· y is a quasi-metric on R.
By R< and R> we denote the real numbers endowed with the corresponding lower and
upper topology, respectively. It is easy to see that the lower topology is generated by the
basic open sets (q,∞) with q ∈Q and the upper topology is generated by the basic open
sets (−∞, q) with q ∈Q. Quasi-metrics are continuous in the following sense. The proof
is straightforward.
Lemma 2.3 (Continuity of quasi-metrics). Let (X,d) be a quasi-metric space. Then
(1) d :X> ×X<→R> is continuous,
(2) d :X< ×X>→R< is continuous.
With each quasi-metric space (X,d) we can associate a metric space (X,d) with
the metric d :X × X → R defined by d(x, y) := max{d(x, y), d¯(x, y)}. If d itself is
a metric, then obviously d = d . By B(x, ε) := {y ∈ X: d(x, y) < ε} we denote the
open balls with respect to d. The equations B<(x, ε) = ⋃y∈B<(x,ε) B(y, ε − d(x, y))
and B>(x, ε)=⋃y∈B>(x,ε) B(y, ε − d(y, x)) show that the lower topology and the upper
topology are subsets of the associated metric topology (which is their join topology).
With each quasi-metric space we can associate a partial order  which is a subset of
X × X, defined by x  y: ⇐⇒ d(x, y) = 0 (i.e.,  becomes reflexive, transitive and
anti-symmetric). By inf and sup we denote the infimum and supremum of the partially
ordered space (X,), respectively. A sequence (xn)n∈N, with xi  xi+1 for all i will be
called an increasing chain, and analogously, a decreasing chain, if xi  xi+1. We will
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say that a partially ordered space (X,) is inf-complete, if each decreasing chain has an
infimum, and analogously, we will say that it is sup-complete, if each increasing chain has
a supremum. Furthermore, we will say that (X,) is an inf-semi-lattice if each pair in X
has an infimum, we will say that it is a sup-semi-lattice, if each pair in X has a supremum
and we will say that it is a lattice if both conditions hold. In general, the partially ordered
space (X,) induced by a quasi-metric is neither complete nor a lattice. By the triangle
inequality it is easy to see, that each quasi-metric is isotone in the following way:
x  y ⇒ d(x, z) d(y, z) and d(z, y) d(z, x)
for all x, y, z ∈X. As a consequence, in case infn∈N xn and supn∈N xn exist,
d
(
inf
n∈Nxn, y
)
 inf
n∈Nd(xn, y) and d
(
sup
n∈N
xn, y
)
 sup
n∈N
d(xn, y)
respectively, for all sequences (xn)n∈N and y in X. In general, equality does not hold,
neither for chains (xn)n∈N nor for finite sequences.
In the next definition we introduce a generation property which is a counterpart to the
notion of a dense subset of a metric space. In the same sense as each point of a separable
metric space can be obtained as a limit of a sequence in a dense subset, we can obtain
each point of an upper generated quasi-metric space as infimum of a sequence in a suitable
subset.
Definition 2.4 (Generated quasi-metric spaces). A tuple (X,Y, d) is called upper generat-
ed quasi-metric space, if (X,d) is a quasi-metric space with a subset Y ⊆X, such that each
x ∈X is the infimum of a sequence of points in Y . Analogously, we define lower generated
quasi-metric spaces with suprema instead of infima.
Thus, (X,Y, d) is an upper generated quasi-metric space, if and only if (X,d) is a
quasi-metric space, Y ⊆ X and Inf :⊆ YN→ X, (xn)n∈N → infn∈N xn is surjective. Here
and in the following, the inclusion symbol indicates that a map is partial. A corresponding
property holds for lower generated spaces with sup instead of inf. Typically, we will endow
the subset Y with the restriction of the associated metric d and in all our applications
(Y, d) will be separable. A standard example of an upper and lower generated quasi-metric
space is the following.
Example 2.5. The space (R,Q, d) with d(x, y) := x −· y is an upper as well as a lower
generated quasi-metric space, the order induced by d is the usual order , the associated
metric d is the Euclidean metric.
3. Continuity properties of quasi-metrics
In this section we want to study some continuity properties of generated quasi-metric
spaces. As we have seen in the previous section, a quasi-metric is continuous with respect
to its lower and upper topology in a certain sense. Unfortunately, it is not continuous with
respect to the induced partial order in general. For generated quasi-metric spaces we will
introduce a special kind of continuity with respect to .
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Definition 3.1 (Continuity from above). An upper generated quasi-metric space (X, Y,d)
is called continuous from above, if for all y ∈ Y and all decreasing chains (yn)n∈N ∈ YN
such that infn∈N yn exists in X, we obtain
d
(
inf
n∈Nyn, y
)
= inf
n∈Nd(yn, y).
It is quite convenient to have another notion which expresses a closely related property.
Definition 3.2 (Consistent quasi-metric spaces). Let (X,Y, d) be an upper generated quasi-
metric space with a topology τ on X. Then (X,Y, d) is called consistent from above with
respect to τ , if each decreasing chain (yn)n∈N ∈ YN such that x := infn∈N yn exists in X,
is convergent to x with respect to τ . Analogously, the property consistent from below can
be defined for lower generated quasi-metric spaces.
If a quasi-metric space is consistent from above with respect to the upper topology, then
the dual quasi-metric space is consistent from below with respect to the lower topology and
vice versa. A corresponding statement does not hold for arbitrary topologies τ , especially
not for the weak upper topology, which is defined as follows.
Definition 3.3 (Weak upper topology). Let (X,Y, d) be an upper generated quasi-metric
space. Then the weak upper topology is the topology on X which is induced by the open
balls B>(y, ε) with y ∈ Y and ε > 0.
Of course, one could define a corresponding concept of a weak lower topology, but
we will not use this idea in the following. It is obvious that in case of Y = X the weak
upper topology coincides with the upper topology on X. But in general the weak upper
topology is a proper subset of the upper topology. Moreover, it is easy to see that the weak
upper topology admits a countable base, if (Y, d) is separable. With the help of the weak
upper topology we can characterize continuity from above as follows. Here and in the
following we assume that, if Y is endowed with a topology, then YN is endowed with the
corresponding product topology.
Proposition 3.4 (Continuity from above). Let (X,Y, d) be an upper generated quasi-metric
space and let Y be endowed with the metric topology induced by d. Consider the following
conditions:
(1) (X,Y, d) is continuous from above,
(2) (X,Y, d) is consistent from above with respect to the weak upper topology on X,
(3) Inf :⊆ YN→X is continuous with respect to the weak upper topology on X.
Then (1) and (2) are equivalent, (3) implies (2) and if, additionally, the infimum map
 :Y × Y → Y, (y, y ′) → inf{y, y ′} is total and continuous, then (2) also implies (3).
Proof. “(1)⇒ (2)” Let (X,Y, d) be continuous from above and let (yn)n∈N ∈ YN be a
decreasing chain such that x := infn∈N yn exists in X. Let y ∈ Y and ε > 0 such that
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x ∈ B>(y, ε), i.e., d(x, y) < ε. Since (X,Y, d) is continuous from above, it follows
infn∈N d(yn, y) = d(x, y) < ε. Thus, there is a k ∈ N such that d(yk, y) < ε and since
(yn)n∈N is a decreasing chain and d is isotone in the first component, it follows d(yn, y)
d(yk, y) < ε, i.e., yn ∈ B>(y, ε) for all n  k. Thus, (yn)n∈N converges to x with respect
to the weak upper topology.
“(2)⇒ (1)” Let (yn)n∈N ∈ YN be a decreasing chain such that x := infn∈N yn exists
in X and let y ∈ Y . We have to prove d(x, y)= infn∈N d(yn, y). Since d is isotone in the
first component, we obtain d(x, y) infn∈N d(yn, y)=: r . Let us assume d(x, y) < r , i.e.,
x ∈B>(y, r). Since (yn)n∈N converges to x with respect to the weak upper topology, there
is some k ∈ N such that yn ∈ B>(y, r) for all n  k, i.e., d(yn, y) < r = infn∈N d(yn, y)
for all n k. Contradiction! Thus, d(x, y)= r = infn∈N d(yn, y).
“(3)⇒ (2)” Let (yn)n∈N ∈ YN be a decreasing chain such that x := infn∈N yn exists
in X and let y ∈ Y and ε > 0 be such that x ∈ B>(y, ε). Then (yn)n∈N ∈ Inf−1 B>(y, ε).
Since Inf is continuous, it follows that there is some k ∈N and some δ > 0 such that
(yn)n∈N ∈ U := B(y0, δ)× · · · ×B(yk, δ)× Y × Y × · · · ⊆ Inf−1 B>(y, ε).
Let (zn)n∈N be defined by zi := yi for i = 0, . . . , k and zi := yk for all i > k. Then
(zn)n∈N ∈ U and since (yn)n∈N is decreasing, we obtain yk = infn∈N zn and since d is
isotone in the first component, d(yn, y) d(yk, y)= d(infn∈N zn, y) < ε for all n k, i.e.,
yn ∈ B>(y, ε) for all n k. Thus, (yn)n∈N converges to x with respect to the weak upper
topology.
“(1)⇒ (3)” Let  be total and continuous, let (X,Y, d) be continuous from above and
let y ∈ Y and ε > 0. Define F :YN→RN> by
F
(
(yn)n∈N
) := (d(inf{y0, . . . , yk}, y))k∈N
for all (yn)n∈N ∈ YN. By Lemma 2.3(1) d|Y×Y :Y × Y → R> is continuous and thus it
follows that F is continuous since  is continuous. Moreover, totality of  implies that
inf{y0, . . . , yk} exists for all y0, . . . , yk ∈ Y . Since (X,Y, d) is continuous from above, we
obtain
Inf−1 B>(y, ε) =
{
(yn)n∈N ∈ YN: d
(
inf
n∈Nyn, y
)
< ε
}
=
{
(yn)n∈N ∈ YN: d
(
inf
k∈N
inf{y0, . . . , yk}, y
)
< ε
}
=
{
(yn)n∈N ∈ YN: inf
k∈Nd
(
inf{y0, . . . , yk}, y
)
< ε
}
∩ dom(Inf)
= (InfR> ◦F)−1(−∞, ε)∩ dom(Inf).
Since InfR> :⊆ RN> → R> is continuous and F :YN→ RN> is continuous, it follows that
Inf is continuous. ✷
4. Strong density
In this section we want to introduce another property of quasi-metric spaces which is
helpful to show that certain quasi-metric spaces are upper generated.
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Definition 4.1 (Strong density). A subset Y ⊆ X of a quasi-metric space (X,d) is called
strongly dense, if there is a constant c ∈N such that for all x ∈X, y ∈ Y and ε > 0 there is
a z ∈ Y such that d(z, y) < c · d(x, y)+ ε and d(x, z) < ε.
If Y is strongly dense in (X,d), then it is dense in the lower topology, induced by d . If
(X,d) is a metric space, then Y ⊆ X is strongly dense in X, if and only if it is dense in
X. Thus, strong density is a generalization of the notion of density from metric to quasi-
metric spaces. Intuitively, strong density guarantees that for each approximation y ∈ Y of
x ∈X we can find an arbitrarily good approximation z ∈ Y of x which is not too far away
(in terms of the associated metric d) from the previous approximation y . The following
lemma will help us to prove the next proposition.
Lemma 4.2. Let (X,d) be a quasi-metric space, let x ∈X, let Y ⊆X and consider the set
U := {y ∈ Y : x  y}. If V,W ⊆U are such that V is dense in U with respect to the upper
topology, induced by d , and x = infW , then x = infV .
Proof. Since V ⊆ U , it follows that x is a lower bound of V . We have to show that x is a
maximal lower bound of V . Let y ∈X be another lower bound of V , i.e., y  v and thus
d(y, v)= 0 for all v ∈ V . Since V is dense in U , there is some v ∈ V for each ε > 0 and
w ∈W ⊆U such that d(v,w) < ε. We obtain
d(y,w) d(y, v)+ d(v,w)= d(v,w) < ε.
Hence d(y,w)= 0 and thus y w for all w ∈W . Consequently, y  infW = x and hence
x = infV follows. ✷
Now we can formulate and prove our topological condition which guarantees upper
generation.
Proposition 4.3 (Upper generation). If (X,d) is a quasi-metric space with a strongly
dense subset Y ⊆ X such that (Y, d) is complete and separable and if, additionally,
x = inf{y ∈ Y : x  y} for each x ∈X, then (X,Y, d) is upper generated.
Proof. Let Y ⊆ X be strongly dense in (X,d) with constant c  1 and let D ⊆ Y be a
countable dense subset in (Y, d). We fix x ∈X. By the previous lemma it suffices to prove
that U := {y ∈ Y : x  y} has a countable subset V which is dense in U with respect to the
upper topology, induced by d . For each y0 ∈D and l ∈ N such that d(x, y0) < 1c · 2−l−2
we choose a sequence (yn)n∈N in Y with the same y0 as first component such that
d(yk+1, yk) < 2−k−l−1 and d(x, yk) <
1
c
· 2−k−l−2 (∗)
for all k ∈ N. By induction one can prove that such a sequence exists since Y ⊆ X is
strongly dense with constant c. Moreover, (yn)n∈N is a Cauchy sequence and since (Y, d)
is complete, the limit y := limn→∞ yn exists in Y . We obtain
d(x, y) d(x, yk)+ d(yk, y) < 1
c
· 2−k−l−2 + 2−k−l < 2−k−l+1
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for all k ∈ N and hence d(x, y)= 0 and x  y . Let V be the set of all these limits y for
arbitrary but admissible starting value y0 ∈D and l ∈N, as described above. Then V ⊆ U
and V is countable since D and N are. We will show that V is dense in U with respect to
the metric topology induced by d and hence with respect to the upper topology. Therefore,
let y ′ ∈U and ε > 0. Then there is some l ∈N and y0 ∈D such that d(y ′, y0) < 1c · 2−l−2
and 2−l+1 < ε. Hence d(x, y0) < 1c · 2−l−2 and there is a corresponding sequence (yn)n∈N
which fulfills (∗) and y := limn∈N yn ∈ V . We obtain
d
(
y ′, y
)
 d
(
y ′, y0
)+ d(y0, y) < 1
c
· 2−l−2 + 2−l < 2−l+1 < ε.
This completes the proof. ✷
5. The hyperspace of compact subsets
In this section we want to show that the set K(X) of non-empty compact subsets of
a metric space (X,d) can be considered as a generated quasi-metric space in a natural
way. We will prove that this space is continuous from above and strongly dense in itself.
Therefore, we consider the following quasi-metric, which consists of “one half” of the
Hausdorff distance:
d ′K :K(X)×K(X)→R, (A,B) → sup
a∈A
inf
b∈B d(a, b).
In some references, d ′K is called the “excess of A over B with respect to d” (cf. [1]).
The metric, associated with d ′K is just the Hausdorff metric dK, which can be defined
by dK(A,B)= max{d ′K(A,B), d ′K(A,B)}. The topology generated by dK is the Vietoris
topology onK(X) and thus we call the lower and upper topology generated by d ′K the lower
and upper Vietoris topology, respectively. We obtain d ′K(A,B) = 0 ⇐⇒ A ⊆ B , hence
the partial order induced by d ′K is just the ordinary inclusion ⊆. For the corresponding
infimum and supremum we obtain (in case of existence) supn∈NAn =
⋃∞
n=0 An and
infn∈NAn =⋂∞n=0 An. Obviously, (K(X),⊆) is a sup-semi-lattice but neither an inf-semi-
lattice nor sup- or inf-complete in general. (It is easy to see that (K(X)∪ {∅},⊆) is an inf-
semi-lattice and inf-complete, but we will not use these facts.) In case that X is compact
(K(X),⊆) is also sup-complete. The following Theorem proves the announced results on
the quasi-metric space (K(X), d ′K) and its conjugate. We will sometimes write for shortK :=K(X) and by dA :X→R we denote the distance function of a set A⊆X, defined by
dA(x) := infa∈A d(a, x).
Theorem 5.1. If (X,d) is a separable metric space, then (K(X),K(X), d ′K) is a quasi-
metric space, which is upper generated and continuous from above, and K(X) is strongly
dense in (K(X), d ′K). The same holds for the corresponding conjugate quasi-metric space.
Proof. Obviously, (K,K, d ′K) is lower and upper generated.
We start to prove that (K,K, d ′K) is consistent from below with respect to the lower
topology. Let (An)n∈N be an increasing chain in K, i.e., An ⊆An+1 for all n ∈N, such that
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A := supn∈NAn =
⋃∞
n=0 An is compact and let ε > 0. Then
⋃∞
n=0 An is totally bounded
and there is a finite subset B ⊆⋃∞n=0 An such that d ′K(A,B) < ε. Since B is finite and
(An)n∈N is increasing, there is some k ∈N such that B ⊆An for all n k. Thus
d ′K(A,An) d
′
K(A,B)+ d ′K(B,An) < ε
for all n  k, i.e., (An)n∈N converges to A with respect to the lower topology induced
by d ′K.
Now we prove that (K,K, d ′K) is consistent from above with respect to the upper
topology. Let (An)n∈N be a decreasing chain in K, i.e., An+1 ⊆ An for all n ∈ N, such
that A := infn∈NAn =⋂∞n=0 An = ∅ and let ε > 0. Then B := {x ∈ X: dA(x) < 12ε} is
open and {B} ∪ {X \An: n ∈N} is an open covering of A0. Since A0 is compact, there is a
finite subcovering, i.e., there is a k ∈N such that {B} ∪ {X \An: n < k} covers A0. Since
An+1 ⊆An for all n ∈N, we obtain An ⊆ B for all n k and
d ′K(An,A)= sup
a∈An
dA(a) sup
a∈B
dA(a)
1
2
ε < ε
for all n k, i.e., (An)n∈N converges to A with respect to the upper topology induced by
d ′K.
By Proposition 3.4 it follows that (K,K, d ′K) is continuous from above. By duality it
follows that the conjugate space (K,K, d ′K) is upper generated and by Proposition 3.4 it
follows that it is continuous from above.
Finally, we prove that K is strongly dense in (K, d ′K) and (K, d ′K) with constant
c := 1. Let A,B ∈ K and ε > 0. Then C := A ∪ B is a non-empty compact subset of
X, d ′K(A,C)= 0 < ε and dK(C,B)= d ′K(C,B)= d ′K(A,B) < c · d ′K(A,B)+ ε. On the
other hand,
C′ := {x ∈A: (∃y ∈ B)d(x, y) d ′K(A,B)}
is a non-empty compact subset of X. Since C′ ⊆ A we obtain d ′K(A,C′)= 0 < ε and by
definition of C′ we obtain dK(C′,B) d ′K(A,B) < c · d ′K(A,B)+ ε. ✷
This space is an example of a space where it does not suffice to consider a countable
dense subset as generating set in general. If X is non-countable, then (K(X),G,d ′K) is not
lower generated for any countable subset G⊆ K(X), since {x} ∈K(X) for all x ∈X and
not all such singleton sets can be represented as {x} =⋃∞n=0 An = supn∈NAn with subsets
An ∈G.
6. The spaces of semi-continuous functions
In this section we want to endow the sets LSC(X), USC(X) of lower and upper semi-
continuous functions f :X→ R, defined on a metric space X, with a quasi-metric. Here,
f is called lower semi-continuous, if f−1(x,∞) is open in X and upper semi-continuous,
if f−1(−∞, x) is open in X for all x ∈R. In other words, lower semi-continuous functions
are just the continuous functions f :X→R< and upper semi-continuous functions are just
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the continuous functions f :X→R>, where R< is equipped with the lower and R> with
the upper Euclidean topology. Obviously, a function f :X→R is continuous, if and only
if it is lower and upper semi-continuous, i.e., C(X)= LSC(X) ∩ USC(X).
It is well-known that a separable metric space is locally compact, if and only if it admits
an exhausting sequence (Ki)i∈N, i.e., if and only if it can be represented as a countable
union X =⋃∞i=0 Ki of compact subsets Ki ⊆ X such that Ki ⊆K◦i+1 for all i ∈ N. Here
A◦ denotes the interior of A.
In case that X is a locally compact separable metric space with exhausting sequence
(Ki)i∈N, we define
d ′(f, g) :=
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1
∣∣∣∣ f −· g1+ (f −· g)
∣∣∣∣
Ki
for all functions f,g :X→ R. Here f −· g :X→ R is defined by (f −· g)(x) := f (x)−·
g(x) = max{0, f (x) − g(x)} and |f |K := supx∈K |f (x)| for all x ∈ X and compact
subsets K ⊆ X. Then the functions dUSC :USC(X) × USC(X)→ R, (f, g) → d ′(f, g)
and dLSC :LSC(X)× LSC(X)→ R, (f, g) → d ′(g, f )= d ′(−f,−g) are quasi-metrics.
We will only discuss the upper semi-continuous functions in the following. According to
the fact that f ∈LSC(X)⇐⇒−f ∈ USC(X), the lower case can be treated analogously.
Since dUSC(f, g) = 0 ⇐⇒ (∀x ∈ X)f (x)  g(x) ⇐⇒ f  g, the partial order
induced by dUSC is just the ordinary order  for functions. Accordingly, we obtain
Inf(fn)n∈N(x)= infn∈N fn(x) for all sequences (fn)n∈N ∈ USC(X)N and x ∈X, provided
the right-hand values exist for all x ∈ X. The partial ordered space (USC(X),) is not
complete, but it is a lattice, which will be helpful in the following.
One can prove that supx∈K f (x) exists for each f ∈ USC(X) and each compact set
K ⊆ X (cf. Chapter IV §6 of Bourbaki [2] for the theory of semi-continuous functions).
Furthermore, f −· g =max(0, f − g) ∈ USC(X) for all f ∈ USC(X), g ∈ C(X). Thus we
obtain
dUSC|USC(X)×C(X)(f, g)=
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1 |f −
· g|Ki
1+ |f −· g|Ki
.
In Theorem 6.2 we will show that (USC(X),C(X), dUSC) is an upper generated quasi-
metric space. In the next step we will show that the weak upper topology of this space is a
well-known topology: the topology on USC(X), with the sets
B(K,q) := {f ∈ USC(X): f (K)⊆ (−∞, q)}
for compact K ⊆X and q ∈R as subbase, is called the upper compact open topology. The
upper compact open topology is the compact open topology with respect to X and R>.
Proposition 6.1. The weak upper topology of (USC(X),C(X), dUSC) is the upper compact
open topology.
Proof. Let (Ki)i∈N be an exhausting sequence of X, let τ denote the upper compact open
topology and let τw denote the weak upper topology of (USC(X),C(X), dUSC). We have
to prove τ = τw .
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“⊆” Let K ⊆ X be compact and q ∈ R and f ∈ B(K,q), i.e., f (K) ⊆ (−∞, q).
Since there exists some y ∈ K such that f (y) = supx∈K f (x) =: s, we obtain s < q .
Then δ := q − s > 0 and since K is compact, there exists some j ∈ N with K ⊆ K◦j .
Let ti := supx∈Ki f (x) for all i ∈N and define l :X→R by

l|K(x) := s,
l|Kj\K(x) := tj ,
l|Kj+i+1\Kj+i (x) := tj+i+1,
for all i ∈N and x ∈X. Then l is lower semi-continuous and by a Theorem of Hahn, Tong
and others (cf. Problem 1.7.15 (b) in [8]) there exists some continuous function g ∈ C(X)
such that f  g  l. Let ε < 2−j−1 δ/21+δ/2 . Since f  g we obtain dUSC(f, g) = 0 and
f ∈B>(g, ε). Now let h ∈ B>(g, ε). Then dUSC(h, g) < ε and especially
2−j−1
|h−· g|Kj
1+ |h−· g|Kj
< ε < 2−j−1 δ/2
1+ δ/2 .
Thus, |h−· g|Kj < δ/2 and especially suph(K)  s + δ/2 = s + (q − s)/2 < q . Hence,
h(K)⊆ (−∞, q) and h ∈B(K,q). Altogether, f ∈ B>(g, ε)⊆ B(K,q) and thus τ ⊆ τw .
“⊇” Let g ∈ C(X) and ε > 0 and let f ∈ B>(g, ε). Then there is some j ∈ N and
some δ > 0 such that 2−j−1 + δ/(1 + δ)+ dUSC(f, g) < ε. Since g is continuous, there
is an open neighbourhood Ux of each point x ∈Kj such that diamg(Ux) < δ/3. Since Kj
is compact, the covering {Ux : x ∈ Kj } of Kj admits a finite subcovering, i.e., there are
points x1, . . . , xn ∈Kj such that Kj ⊆⋃ni=1 Uxi . Now let
Liι :=Uxi ∩Kι and qiι := supg(Liι)+ |f −· g|Kι +
δ
2
for all i = 1, . . . , n and ι= 0, . . . , j . Then all sets Liι are compact and Kι =⋃ni=1 Liι for
all ι = 0, . . . , j . For all i = 1, . . . , n and ι = 0, . . . , j such that Liι = ∅, the number qiι
exists and f ∈ B(Liι, qiι) by definition of Liι and qiι. Moreover, if h ∈ B(Liι, qiι) for all
such i, ι, we obtain
|h−· g|Liι  qiι − infg(Liι) qiι −
(
supg(Liι)− diamg(Liι)
)
< qiι −
(
qiι− |f −· g|Kι − δ
)= |f −· g|Kι + δ
and thus |h−· g|Kι < |f −· g|Kι + δ for all ι= 0, . . . , j . It follows
dUSC(h, g) =
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1 |h−
· g|Ki
1+ |h−· g|Ki
 2−j−1 +
j∑
i=0
2−i−1 |h−
· g|Ki
1+ |h−· g|Ki
< 2−j−1 + δ
1+ δ +
j∑
i=0
2−i−1 |f −
· g|Ki
1+ |f −· g|Ki
< 2−j−1 + δ
1+ δ + dUSC(f, g) < ε,
i.e., h ∈ B>(g, ε). Altogether, we have proved
f ∈
⋂{
B(Liι, qiι): i = 1, . . . , n, ι= 0, . . . , j, Liι = ∅
}⊆ B>(g, ε)
and thus τw ⊆ τ . ✷
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By duality it follows that the weak upper topology of (LSC(X),C(X), dLSC) is the
lower compact open topology (i.e., the compact open topology with respect to X and R<).
The metric (d ′C), associated with d
′
C := dUSC|C(X)×C(X), is equivalent to the metric dC ,
defined by
dC :C(X)× C(X)→R,
(f, g) →
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1 |f − g|Ki
1+ |f − g|Ki
.
The equivalence follows since 2 max{x, y}  x + y and thus (d ′C)  dC  2(d ′C). It is
easy to see that (C(X), dC) is a complete metric space. The following result provides some
essential topological properties of the space of semi-continuous functions.
Theorem 6.2. Let (X,d) be a locally compact separable metric space. The quasi-metric
space (USC(X),C(X), dUSC) is upper generated, continuous from above and C(X) is
strongly dense in this space. The same properties hold in case of LSC instead of USC.
Proof. Let (Ki)i∈N be the exhausting sequence of X.
First, we prove that C(X) is strongly dense in (USC(X), dUSC) with constant c := 4.
Let f ∈ USC(X), g ∈ C(X) and ε > 0. Let δi := |f −· g|Ki for all i ∈ N. Then δi  δi+1
for all i . We define functions l, u,u′ :X→R by{
l|K0(x) := δ1,
l|Ki+1\Ki (x) := δi+2,
{
u|K◦0 (x) := δ0,
u|K◦i+1\K◦i (x) := δi+1,
{
u′|K◦0 (x) := δ1,
u′|K◦i+1\K◦i (x) := δi+2,
for all i ∈ N and x ∈ X. Let r ∈ R, L := min{i: δi > r} and U := max{i: δi < r}. We
obtain
l−1(r,∞)=


X if δ1 > r,
X \KL−2 if L 2,
∅ if (∀i) δi  r,
and
u−1(−∞, r)=


∅ if δ0  r,
K◦U if U  0,
X if (∀i) δi < r.
Thus l ∈ LSC(X), u ∈ USC(X). Analogously, one can prove u′ ∈ USC(X). We obtain
u l  u′ since δi  δi+1 for all i ∈ N. Furthermore, f  g + u. By a Theorem of Hahn,
Tong and others (cf. Problem 1.7.15(b) in Engelking [8]) there is a function h ∈ C(X) such
that
g + u h g + l.
We obtain f  h and thus dUSC(f,h) = 0 < ε. Moreover, there is some j ∈ N such that
2−j−1 < ε. In particular, g  h g + u′ and thus
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(
d ′C
)

(h, g)
 dUSC
(
g + u′, g) 2−j−1 + j∑
i=0
2−i−1 |(g+ δi+2)−
· g|Ki
1+ |(g + δi+2)−· g|Ki
 2−j−1 + 4 ·
j∑
i=0
2−i−3
δi+2
1+ δi+2  2
−j−1 + 4 ·
j+2∑
i=0
2−i−1
|f −· g|Ki
1+ |f −· g|Ki
< ε+ c · dUSC(f, g).
Thus, C(X) is strongly dense in (USC(X),C(X), dUSC).
In the previous step we have especially seen that for each f ∈ USC(X) there is a func-
tion h ∈ C(X) such that f  h. By a Theorem of Bourbaki (cf. Proposition 5 in Chapter IX
§1.6 of [3]) it follows that f = inf{g ∈ C(X): f  g}. Since (C(X), dC) is complete and
also separable, we can conclude by Proposition 4.3 that (USC(X),C(X), dUSC) is upper
generated.
Finally, we prove that (USC(X),C(X), dUSC) is continuous from above. Let (gn)n∈N ∈
C(X)N be a decreasing chain, i.e., gn+1  gn for all n, such that f := infn∈N gn exists.
Then f ∈ USC(X) (cf. Theorem 4 in Chapter IV §6.2 of Bourbaki [2]). Let h ∈ C(X). We
have to show
dUSC(f,h)= inf
n∈NdUSC(gn,h).
Therefore, let y := dUSC(f,h) and yn := dUSC(gn,h) for all n ∈N. Since dUSC is isotone,
y  yn follows for all n ∈ N. Now let ε > 0. We will show that there is some n ∈ N with
yn  y + ε. Let j ∈ N be such that 2−j−1 < 12ε, let δ > 0 be such that δ/(1 + δ) < 12ε
and consider an arbitrary i ∈N. Since sn := gn −· h is continuous for each n ∈N, there is a
x ′n ∈Ki for each n ∈N such that sn(x ′n)= |sn|Ki . Since Ki is compact there is a convergent
subsequence (xn)n∈N of (x ′n)n∈N. Let x := limn→∞ xn and t := f −· h. Then x ∈ Ki and
t = infn∈N sn, sn+1  sn for all n ∈N and there is some k ∈ N such that sk(x)− t (x) < δ.
By continuity of sk there is some m  k such that sk(xn) − t (x) < δ for all n  m. Let
ni m be such that xm = x ′ni . Then ni m k and sk  sni . We obtain
|sni |Ki − |t|Ki = sni
(
x ′ni
)− |t|Ki  sni (xm)− t (x) sk(xm)− t (x) < δ.
Let n :=max{n0, . . . , nj }. Then gn  gni for i = 0, . . . , j and
yn = dUSC(gn,h) 2−j−1 +
j∑
i=0
2−i−1 |gni −
· h|Ki
1+ |gni −· h|Ki
= 2−j−1 +
j∑
i=0
2−i−1 |sni |Ki
1+ |sni |Ki
 2−j−1 +
j∑
i=0
2−i−1
( |t|Ki
1+ |t|Ki
+ δ
1+ δ
)
 2−j−1 + δ
1+ δ + dUSC(f,h) < ε+ dUSC(f,h)= ε+ y,
i.e., yn  y + ε. This completes the proof. ✷
It is easy to prove that (USC(X),C(X), dUSC) is not lower generated in general.
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7. The hyperspace of closed subsets
In this section we want to endow the set A(X) of non-empty closed subsets of a
locally compact separable metric space (X,d) with a quasi-metric structure. Without loss
of generality we can restrict the investigation to nice metrics, which are, roughly speaking,
metrics that are subordinated to the exhausting sequence (Ki)i∈N of the space. For the
concept of nice metrics cf. [1].
Definition 7.1 (Nice metric spaces). A locally compact separable metric space (X,d) with
exhausting sequence (Ki)i∈N is called nice with respect to (Ki)i∈N, if d is bounded by 1
and if x ∈Ki , d(x, y) < 1 implies y ∈K◦i+1 for all x, y ∈X and i ∈N.
In other words
⋃
x∈Ki B(x,1)⊆K◦i+1 holds for nice metric spaces. If (X,d) is a nice
metric space, then we will sometimes say for short that d is nice.
In case that (X,d) is a nice locally compact separable metric space with exhausting
sequence (Ki)i∈N, we consider the following quasi-metric:
d ′A :A(X)×A(X)→R,
(A,B) →
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1|dB −· dA|Ki .
Here dA :X→R, x → infa∈A d(a, x) denotes the distance function of a subset A⊆X. We
note that d ′A is well-defined since nice metrics are bounded by one. The following lemma
provides a useful property of nice metrics.
Lemma 7.2. If (X,d) is a nice locally compact separable metric space with exhausting
sequence (Ki)i∈N, then |dB −· dA|Ki = |dB −· dA∩Ki+1 |Ki  supx∈A∩Ki+1 dB(x) for all
A,B ∈ A(X) and i ∈ N. (Here we tacitly assume that d∅ = 1 and that the supremum
on the right-hand side is equal to 1 if A∩Ki+1 = ∅.)
Proof. We recall |dB−· dA|Ki = supx∈Ki |dB(x)−· dA(x)|. If there is some x ∈Ki such that
dA(x) < 1, then for any ε > 0 with dA(x)+ ε < 1 there is some a ∈A such that d(a, x) <
dA(x)+ ε and thus a ∈ Ki+1 since d is nice. Thus, |dB −· dA|Ki = |dB −· dA∩Ki+1|Ki . If
A ∩Ki+1 = ∅, then |dB −· dA∩Ki+1 | = 0 1 = supx∈A∩Ki+1 dB(x). If A ∩Ki+1 = ∅, then
there is some y ∈Ki such that
dB(y)−· dA∩Ki+1(y)= sup
x∈Ki
∣∣dB(x)−· dA∩Ki+1(x)∣∣
and there is some a ∈A∩Ki+1 such that d(a, y)= dA∩Ki+1(y). We obtain
sup
x∈A∩Ki+1
dB(x)
 dB(a) dB(y)−· d(a, y)= dB(y)−· dA∩Ki+1(y)
= sup
x∈Ki
∣∣dB(x)−· dA∩Ki+1(x)∣∣= |dB −· dA∩Ki+1|Ki . ✷
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We will prove that the lower and upper topology induced by d ′A is the lower and upper
Fell topology, respectively. The lower Fell topology has as a subbase all sets
U− := {A ∈A(X): A∩U = ∅}, U ⊆X open
and the upper Fell topology has as a base all sets(
Kc
)+ := {A ∈A(X): A∩K = ∅}, K ⊆X compact
(cf. [1] for the Fell topology).
Proposition 7.3. If (X,d) is a nice locally compact separable metric space, then the lower
and upper topology induced by d ′A coincides with the lower and upper Fell topology,
respectively.
Proof. Let (Ki)i∈N be the exhausting sequence of X. We denote by τ< and τ> the lower
and upper topology induced by d ′A, and byB<(A,ε) and B>(A,ε) the corresponding balls,
respectively. By τ<F and τ>F we denote the lower and upper Fell topology, respectively. We
will prove
(1) τ< ⊆ τ<F , τ> ⊆ τ>F ,
(2) τ<F ⊆ τ<,
(3) τ>F ⊆ τ>
in the following.
(1) Let A ∈ A(X) and ε > 0. It suffices to prove that there are sets V ∈ τ<F , W ∈ τ>F
such that A ∈ V ⊆ B<(A,ε) and A ∈ W ⊆ B>(A,ε). Let δ := 13ε and j ∈ N such that
2−j−1 < δ and A∩Kj+1 = ∅. Since A∩Kj+1 is compact, the open covering {B(x, δ): x ∈
A ∩ Kj+1} admits a finite subcovering {B(x0, δ), . . . ,B(xn, δ)} with x0, . . . , xn ∈ A ∩
Kj+1. Let U := ⋃nk=0 B(xk, δ). Then Kj+1 \ U = Kj+1 ∩ Uc is compact and W :=
(Kcj+1 ∪ U)+ ∈ τ>F . Moreover, V :=
⋂n
k=0 B(xk, δ)− ∈ τ<F . Obviously, A ∈ V ∩W . Let
E := {x0, . . . , xn}. For arbitrary sets B ∈ V , C ∈ W we obtain B ∩ B(x, δ) = ∅ for all
x ∈E and C ∩Kj+1 ⊆U =⋃x∈E B(x, δ). Thus,
dB(x) dE(x)+ δ and dE(x) dC∩Kj+1(x)+ δ
for all x ∈X. Since d is nice, dC∩Kj+1(x)= dC(x) for all x ∈Kj . We obtain |dB−· dC|Kj 
2δ and thus, in particular, |dB −· dA|Kj  2δ and |dA −· dC |Kj  2δ. Hence,
d ′A(A,B) 2
−j−1 +
j∑
i=0
2−i−1|dB −· dA|Ki < δ+ 2δ = ε
and analogously d ′A(C,A) < ε. Thus, B ∈ B<(A,ε), C ∈ B>(A,ε) and hence V ⊆
B<(A,ε), W ⊆ B>(A,ε).
(2) Let U ⊆ X be open and A ∈ U−. It suffices to find an ε > 0 such that B<(A,ε)⊆
U−. Since A ∩ U = ∅ there is an x ∈ A ∩ U and some δ > 0 such that B(x, δ) ⊆ U .
Furthermore, there is some j ∈ N such that x ∈ Kj . Let ε := 2−j−1δ. For each B ∈
B<(A,ε) we obtain
∑∞
i=0 2−i−1|dB −· dA|Ki = d ′A(A,B) < ε. Hence, |dB −· dA|Kj < δ.
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Since dA(x)= 0 and x ∈Kj , this implies dB(x) < δ. Consequently, B ∩B(x, δ) = ∅ and
B ∈ U−, i.e., B<(A,ε)⊆U−.
(3) Let K ⊆ X be compact and A ∈ (Kc)+. It suffices to find an ε > 0 such that
B>(A,ε) ⊆ (Kc)+. Now δ := infx∈K dA(x) > 0 since K ⊆ Ac. Let j ∈ N be such that
K ⊆K◦j and let ε := 2−j−1δ. Now, for each set C ∈B>(A,ε) we obtain
∑∞
i=0 2−i−1|dA−·
dC |Ki = d ′A(C,A) < ε. Hence, |dA −· dC |K  |dA −· dC |Kj < δ. Thus, infx∈K dC(x) > 0
by definition of δ and thus K ⊆ Cc, i.e., C ∈ (Kc)+ and B>(A,ε)⊆ (Kc)+. ✷
The metric (d ′A), associated with d
′
A, is equivalent to the metric dA, defined by
dA :A(X)×A(X)→R,
(A,B) →
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1|dB − dA|Ki ,
since (d ′A)  dA  2(d
′
A).
Especially, the previous result shows that dA is compatible with the Fell topology. In
case that X is compact, A(X) = K(X) and the quasi-metrics d ′A and d ′K are uniformly
equivalent, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 7.4. If (X,d) is a compact separable metric space, then there is a constant c ∈N
such that d ′A(A,B) d ′K(A,B) c · d ′A(A,B) for all A,B ∈A(X)=K(X).
Proof. Let (Ki)i∈N be the exhausting sequence of X. Then (K◦i )i∈N is an open covering
of X and if X is compact, then there is some j ∈ N such that Ki = X for all i  j . Let
c := 2j . Then d ′A(A,B)=
∑∞
i=0 2−i−1|dB −· dA|Ki  |dB −· dA|Kj = d ′K(A,B) and
d ′K(A,B) =
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1|dB −· dA|Ki+j

∞∑
i=0
2−i+j−1|dB −· dA|Ki = c · d ′A(A,B). ✷
Similarly, x ∈Kj implies d ′A({x},B) dB(x) 2j ·d ′A({x},B) for each set B ∈A(X).
The following lemma will be useful for the proof of the following theorem.
Lemma 7.5. Let (X,d) be a nice locally compact metric space. Then for all A,B ∈A(X)
we obtain d ′A(A∪B,B)= d ′A(A,B).
Proof. Let C := A ∪ B . We prove d ′A(C,B) = d ′A(A,B). Since A ⊆ C, we obtain “”
since d ′A is isotone. Let us assume d
′
A(C,B) > d
′
A(A,B). Then there is some i ∈N such
that
|dB −· dC |Ki > |dB −· dA|Ki (∗)
and some x ∈ Ki such that dB(x) −· dC(x) = supy∈Ki |dB(y) −· dC(y)|. Moreover, we
obtain dC(x)  dA(x) since A ⊆ C. Let us assume dC(x) < dA(x). Then there is some
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y ∈ C with d(x, y) < dA(x) and for all such y ∈ C we obtain y /∈ A and thus y ∈ B .
Consequently, dC(x) = dB(x). But this implies |dB −· dC |Ki = 0 which contradicts (∗).
Thus, dC(x) = dA(x) and |dB −· dA|Ki  |dB −· dC |Ki which also contradicts (∗). Thus,
d ′A(C,B)= d ′A(A,B). ✷
Now we want to study the partial order induced by d ′A. As in case of the compact
subsets we obtain d ′A(A,B)= 0⇐⇒ A⊆ B , hence the partial order induce by d ′A is just
the ordinary inclusion⊆. For the corresponding infimum and supremum we obtain (in case
of existence) supn∈NAn =
⋃∞
n=0 An and infn∈NAn =
⋂∞
n=0 An. Obviously, (A(X),⊆) is
a sup-semi-lattice and sup-complete, but neither an inf-semi-lattice nor inf-complete in
general. (It is easy to see that (A(X) ∪ {∅},⊆) is an inf-semi-lattice and inf-complete,
but we will not use these facts.) The following theorem summarizes some topological
properties of the quasi-metric space (A(X), d ′A) and its conjugate.
Theorem 7.6. If (X,d) is a nice locally compact separable metric space, then the quasi-
metric space (A(X),A(X), d ′A) is upper generated and continuous from above and A(X)
is strongly dense in (A(X), d ′A). The same holds for the conjugate quasi-metric space
(A(X),A(X), d ′A).
Proof. Obviously, (A(X),A(X), d ′A) is lower and upper generated.
We start to prove that (A(X),A(X), d ′A) is consistent from below with respect to the
lower topology. Let (An)n∈N be an increasing chain in A(X), i.e., An ⊆ An+1 for all
n ∈ N, and let A := supn∈NAn =
⋃∞
n=0 An. By Proposition 7.3 it suffices to prove that
(An)n∈N converges to A with respect to the lower Fell topology. Let U0, . . . ,Um ⊆ X be
open subsets such that A ∈U−0 ∩ · · · ∩U−m =:U , i.e.,
⋃∞
n=0 An ∩Ui = ∅ for i = 0, . . . ,m.
Then there is some ki ∈N for each i = 0, . . . ,m such that Aki ∩Ui = ∅. Since An ⊆An+1
we obtain An ∩Ui = ∅ for all n k :=max{k0, . . . , km} and i = 0, . . . ,m. Hence, An ∈ U
for all n  k, i.e., (An)n∈N converges to A with respect to the lower topology induced
by d ′A.
Now we prove that (A(X),A(X), d ′A) is consistent from above with respect to the
upper topology. Let (An)n∈N be a decreasing chain in A(X), i.e., An+1 ⊆An for all n ∈N,
such that A := infn∈NAn =⋂∞n=0 An = ∅. By Proposition 7.3 it suffices to prove that
(An)n∈N converges to A with respect to the upper Fell topology. Let K ⊆ X be compact
such that A ∈ (Kc)+, i.e., K ⊆Ac =⋃∞n=0 Acn. Since K is compact and {Acn: n ∈N} is an
open covering of K , there is some finite subcovering, i.e., there is some k ∈ N such that
K ⊆⋃kn=0 Acn. Since An+1 ⊆ An we obtain K ⊆ Acn for all n k. Thus An ∈ (Kc)+ for
all n k, i.e., (An)n∈N converges to A with respect to the upper topology induced by d ′A.
By Proposition 3.4 it follows that (A(X),A(X), d ′A) is continuous from above.
Obviously, the conjugate space (A(X),A(X), d ′A) is upper generated, by the proof above
it follows that the space is consistent from above and by Proposition 3.4 it follows that it is
continuous from above.
Now, we prove that A(X) is strongly dense in (A(X), d ′A) with constant c := 1. Let
A,B ∈A(X) and ε > 0. Then C :=A∪B ∈A(X), d ′A(A,C)= 0 < ε and by Lemma 7.5
dA(C,B)= d ′A(C,B)= d ′A(A,B) < c · d ′A(A,B)+ ε.
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Finally, we prove that A(X) is strongly dense in (A(X), d ′A). In case that X is compact
the claim follows from Lemma 7.4 and Theorem 5.1. Thus, let us assume that X is locally
compact with exhausting sequence (Ki)i∈N but not compact and hence we can assume
without loss of generality Ki+1 \Ki = ∅ for all i ∈N. Let c := 8, A,B ∈A(X) and ε > 0.
Then there is some j ∈ N such that 2−j−1 < 12ε. We construct a set C := {ab: b ∈ B} ∈A(X) with an element ab ∈X for each b ∈ B . Let b ∈ B . Then there is some ib ∈ N such
that b ∈Kib \Kib−1 (we define K−1 :=K−2 := ∅).
1. Case. If there is some a ∈A \Kib−2 such that d(a, b) dA(b)+ 14ε, then let ab := a.
2. Case. Otherwise, there is some a ∈A∩Kib−2 such that d(a, b) dA(b)+ 14ε and since
d is nice, we obtain d(a, b)= 1. In this case let ab ∈Kib+j+3 \Kib+j+2. Since d
is nice we obtain d(ab, b)= 1, too.
Thus we have chosen some ab ∈ X for each b ∈ B with d(ab, b)  dA(b) + 14ε. Since
C ∩Kj+1 ⊆A and d is nice we immediately obtain by Lemma 7.2
d ′A(A,C) 2
−j−1 +
j∑
i=0
2−i−1|dA −· dC∩Kj+1 |Ki = 2−j−1 < ε.
(Here, we tacitly assume d∅ = 1.) Now we claim
|dC − dB |Ki  |dA −· dB |Ki+3 +
1
2
ε (∗)
for all i  j . Let i  j . If |dC −· dB |Ki = 0, then |dC −· dB|Ki  |dA −· dB |Ki+3 holds;
otherwise dB(x) < 1 for some x ∈Ki and thus B ∩Ki+1 = ∅, since d is nice. Hence, by
Lemma 7.2
|dC −· dB |Ki
 sup
b∈B∩Ki+1
dC(b) sup
b∈B∩Ki+1
d(ab, b) sup
b∈B∩Ki+1
dA(b)+ 14ε
 |dA −· dB∩Ki+1 |Ki+1 +
1
4
ε  |dA −· dB |Ki+3 +
1
2
ε.
On the other hand, if |dB −· dC |Ki = 0, then |dB −· dC |Ki  |dA−· dB |Ki+3 holds; otherwise
dC(x) < 1 for some x ∈Ki and thus C ∩Ki+1 = ∅, since d is nice. Hence by Lemma 7.2,
there is some y ∈ C ∩ Ki+1 such that |dB −· dC |Ki  supx∈C∩Ki+1 dB(x) = dB(y) and
there is some b ∈ B such that d(y, ab)  14ε and ab ∈ Ki+2. Since i  j , we can
conclude ab ∈ A \ Kib−2 by construction of C. Thus, ib < i + 4, i.e., b ∈ Ki+3, and
consequently
|dB −· dC |Ki
 dB(y) dB(ab)+ 14ε  d(ab, b)+
1
4
ε
= dA(b)+ 14ε+
1
4
ε  |dA −· dB |Ki+3 +
1
2
ε.
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Altogether, this proves (∗) and we can conclude(
d ′A
)

(C,B)
 dA(C,B) 2−j−1 +
j∑
i=0
2−i−1|dC − dB |Ki
 2−j−1 +
j∑
i=0
2−i−1
(
|dA−· dB |Ki+3 +
1
2
ε
)
 2−j−1 + 1
2
ε+ 8 ·
j+3∑
i=0
2−i−1|dA −· dB |Ki  c · d ′A(A,B)+ ε. ✷
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